
ruote

state machine

protocols

lifecycles

a device that can be in one of a set number 
of stable conditions depending on its 
previous condition and on the present values 
of its inputs.

Finite-state machines can solve a large 
number of problems, among which are 
electronic design automation, 
communication protocol design, parsing 
and other engineering applications.

workflow

personal workflow
dev workflow

photo workflow

workflow engine

the sequence of industrial, administrative, or 
other processes through which a piece of 
work passes from initiation to completion.

change

programs change

lifecyle change

change in time

state machine change vs process change

program

a planned series of future events, items, or 
performances

process

a series of actions or steps taken in order to 
achieve a particular end

routine

a sequence of actions regularly followed; a 
fixed program

rules

events

the state
of one resource

all resources have state, but not all resource are 
reactive

"inert" vs "reactive"
of multiple resources

task
a piece of work to be done or undertaken

work item

diff

a workflow has a start and an end

something has a state, or it doesn't exist

lifecyle

life (and death)

cycle

always in a state machine

sometimes in a workflow

a task with a state machine

workflow = task with a state

else it's a lifecyle method

a particular form of procedure for 
accomplishing or approaching something, 
esp. a systematic or established one

function an activity or purpose natural to or intended 
for a person or thing

a relationship or expression involving one or 
more variables

term

short term : decision, (policy, rule)

medium term : business process

long term : state and nothing more

checklist

1 to many

orchestration

coordination

work

activity involving mental or physical effort 
done in order to achieve a purpose or result 

state

the particular condition that someone or 
something is in at a specific time
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